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MARCH 4, 1997 - MCKELVIE SCHOOL
The annual Budgetary Town Meeting was
held on Tuesday, March 4, 1997 at the
McKelvie School. Moderator Eugene Van
Loan opened the meeting at 7 PM and led in
the Pledge of Allegiance. Moderator Van
Loan introduced those seated on the stage
including Councilors William Bradlee,
Richard Como, David Danielson, Paul
Goldberg, Edward Moran, Thomas Riley and
Richard Stonner. Also, Artherline Robersen,
Town Manager; Edith Schmidtchen, Town
Clerk/Tax Collector; Keith Hickey, Finance
Director; and Martha Gaudes, Town Council
Clerk.
Earl Isham, Commander ofWW Post 8401
gave commendations to two firefighters and
one patrolman. Those honored were
Patrolman Tom Maille and Lt. Firefighter
Keith Folsom and Lt. Firefighter Glenn
Wiggin.
There were approximately 80 people in the
audience. Moderator Van Loan reviewed
the rules of procedure for the meeting. He
indicated that Article 3 will be voted on by
secret ballot, and the polls will remain open
for 1 hour.
ARTICLE 3 : To see if the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed
$1.5 million plus interest for the purpose of
costs related to the final closure of the
Chubbuck Road Landfill. Such sum to be
partially funded by capital reserves and a
State grant, and to authorize the Town
Council to enter into financing under the
State of New Hampshire revolving loan
fund, and to take such other action as may be
necessary to effect the financing as shall be in
the best interests of the Town of Bedford,
and pass any vote relating thereto.
Mr. Goldberg moved the article;
seconded.
motion
Mr. Goldberg gave an overview of the
landfill closure. He stated the Chubbuck
Road Landfill was developed in 1970 to
accept domestic solid waste. During 25
years of operation, over 200,000 tons of
solid waste has been landfilled at the site.
Over its 25 years of operation, the Town has
taken many steps to protect the quality of the
ground water in the area of the Landfill. In
1984 the Bedford Conservation Commission
and Normandeau Associates installed ground
water testing wells around the landfill. In
1990 TWM Northeast prepared a
hydrological investigation of the site. From
1986 to the present, the Town has had a
program of testing ground water wells
around the Landfill. In May of 1995 the
Town opened the new Transfer Station and
stopped accepting solid waste at the Landfill.
Over the last 8 years the Town has been
working with the State of NH, Dept. of
Environmental Services and private
consultants to develop a plan to permanently
cap the Landfill. The final cap involves
placing a plastic liner much like a swimming
pool liner over the 10 acre site. The main
function of the cap is to prevent rain water
from flowing through the solid waste and
contaminating the ground water. Over the
last 20 years there has been a lot of
development around the Landfill, and
protection of ground water has always been
the Town's priority. If the State approves
the Town's plan, construction could begin in
1997. The cost is estimated at $1,600,000
and will be paid by a combination of state
grants, state loans, and money set aside by
the Town over the last several years.
Ed Comiskey, 12 Three Corners Road, said
the total cost is listed on page 26 as $1.85
million, the article is for $1.5 million, and
Mr. Goldberg just read $1.6 million. He
asked how is the additional $350,000 going
to be funded. He also notes that retiring the
debt is to be raised by taxes. He asked if any
consideration was made to moving more of
that to the front. Mr. Goldberg said we have
already paid for the engineering reports, but
we can include them in the amount to the
State so that we can get 20% of that money
back. That is the reason for the difference.
Those other funds were authorized at
previous town meetings. As far as the taxes,
with our Capital Improvement Plan it is set
up to have the least amount of impact on the
tax rate as we can foresee over the next 10
years. It also gives us the ability that if other
grants become available we can get that help
and reduce the tax burden.
Ted Bara, Sebbins Pond, asked if anything is
going over that sheet to protect it. Mr.
Goldberg said there will be a green field with
grass and flowers. That is included in that
money.
Sue Holstein, 33 Ministerial Branch, asked
what is the percentage of various funds. Mr.
Goldberg said 20% from the State. We have
in capital reserve $440,000. The rest we pay
with the interest. By getting in the state
revolving loan program we save bond
counsel fees and get very low interest rates.
Gary Hoffman, 64 Cider Mill Road, asked if
this is an unfunded federal mandate. Mr.
Goldberg said the EPA mandate came out 1
5
years ago.
There being no further comment, Moderator
Van Loan closed debate and opened the
polls at 7:30 PM and announced they would
stay open until 8:30 PM.
ARTICLE 4: To see if the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate such sums of money
as may be necessary to defray Town charges











Mr. Goldberg moved Article 4 at
$9,172,365.00; motion seconded by Mr.
Stonner. Moderator Van Loan announced
that the $1.5 million in Article 3 is not
included in this $9,172,365.00.
Moderator Van Loan read each line item.
Town Council $73,079.00
Eleanor Freedman, Kalmia Way, asked the
difference between the Town Manager's
proposed budget and Town Council's
budget. Mr. Goldberg said if you look on
the revenue side you will see an increase in
revenue of $50,000 under Town Council.
The reason it is put there is the Town has
some land they are going to put on the
market and feel it will bring $50,000. In
order to utilize that money, it has to be on
the appropriation side.
Mike Scanlon, 15 Caron Road, asked what is
the difference in expenses over last year.
Mr. Goldberg said this is to account for the
$50,000 that we receive from the sale of
land, and we have to appropriate it. Mr.
Scanlon asked where the money is going.
Mrs. Robersen said there are a couple of
pieces of land the Town is looking to buy for
recreation/conservation. The revenue will
either come from the Capital Reserve or by
selling the piece of land.
Town Manager's Office $ 1 70, 142.00
Elections & Registration $ 1 6,233 .00
Town Clerk/Tax Collector's $127,238.00
Finance & Personnel Dept. $321,955.00
Margaret Comiskey, 40 Maple Drive said
there seems to be a considerable increase in
this line. Mr. Danielson said the first
increase is in regular wages. There is a 30%
increase in regular wages. What has
happened is we have 2 part-time people
which are to become full time which makes
for an increase in the full-year's wage as well
as an increase in benefits. Another place
you will see an 88% increase in data
processing. For half a year we had a data
processing person who will now be on board
for a full year. The largest increase is in
machinery and equipment which is 400%
from last year. Three years ago we said we
had a 3 -year plan on information technology.
This year is the third year, and we are buying
the remainder of the software and hardware
which completes the overall program. Mrs.
Comiskey asked for dollars instead of
percentages. Mr. Danielson said purchasing
went from $46,000 to $900,000,
expenditures from $47,000 to $112,000, and
data processing person from $4,000 to
$7,500. The increase in wages went from
$62,000 to $109,000. Maintenance of the





Historic District Commission 675.00
Planning Department 161,357.00
Mr. Scanlon asked what the increase is.
Mr. Moran said that is largely the Capital














Virginia Burke, 46 Meadowcrest Drive,
asked what is the increase. Mr. Stonner said
the increase is dues. There are 2 reasons for
it. One is they needed to update the
computer system. The other reason is a one-
time increase that will become an annual
increase for a 5 -year program of having one
dedicated staff member to work on utility
projects.
South. NH Planning Comm. $ 8,800.00
Manchester Transit $38,400.00
Town Publications $ 1 0,000 .00
Compensation Adjustments $95,000.00
Dan Murphy asked the increase. Mr.
Goldberg said the Town operates under the
merit pay system . This gives the ability to
compensate people based on merit. All the
increases for every department comes out of
this item. After those raises have been made
during the year, that amount is taken out and
put into the regular salary account for each
department. Mr. Murphy asked about the
$10,000. Mr. Goldberg said that is the
increase from what we started with last year.
Sue Holstein asked as you spend it on salary
increases do you take it out, and is that what
the minus $53,000 is. Mr. Goldberg said
this is not a year end figure. It is as of
October 3 1 . Mrs. Robersen said we do not
transfer the money out of the adjustment
account every time someone gets a raise.
We do it every 2-3 months as they
accumulate. Mrs. Holstein asked if we did
give employees the amount we expected to.
Mrs. Robersen said yes. Mr. Murphy asked
if we budget $95,000 this year, and it is up
$10,000 from last year, is it safe to assume
we are going to have an $85,000 merit
increase. Mrs. Robersen said in 1996 we









Edward Comiskey asked about the increases
in the Police Department. Mr. Stonner said
we had some part-time people through last
year who are full time now, and we now
have the canine officer with the dog. About
30% of the increases are in workmen's
compensation and health insurance increases.
Police - Detectives




















Eleanor Freedman asked if the board could
assure her they have done the arithmetic.
She said she used to live on the worst road in
town but now everyone else has caught up
with her. She said one way to handle this is
to spread it out over 20 years, and assuming
the inflation stays at about 3%, that means at
the end of that period of time it is going to
cost us 60% more. She hopes the Council
will compare that with the possibility of
bonding this as a capital improvement. She
said our infrastructure is in desperate
condition. Mr. Stonner said in the past 5
years the road budget has gone from
$225,000 to over $600,000. It is being
addressed in a variety of ways. All the roads
have been categorized from 1 to 5. There
are several major roads that would require a
great deal of money for major surgery. The
Town has developed a very aggressive high
quality, high standard road program taking
all the roads that have not deteriorated and
bring them up to a condition where they will
not deteriorate for a long time. Another
phase is taking the ones that are in bad shape
each season to repair. Then taking the
major arteries and starting those into the
program. The Council debated last year a
$20 million bond. By the time that is paid
off we would be starting all over again.
The Town Highway Dept. used to physically
go out and build/rebuild roads, leaving little
time for maintenance. Today we are able to
put these out to bid and let the big
contractors do that while the local crews
maintain the roads which helps keep them
going a lot longer. Through this program
and by increasing it every year, we are able
to get better roads over the long haul, and
hopefully some day we will get caught up.
Mr. Stonner said we are getting a lot more
for our dollar than we were 5 years ago.
This has been a major topic of discussion for
the past few years. Every year the Council
goes on a bus tour of the Town and reviews
the roads. Mrs. Freedman said it is not clear.
It is still a 20-year program and you will
never come to an end. Mr. Stonner said it
is never going to end. Mrs. Freedman asked
if the Council has satisfactorily compared the
cost of what you are doing versus floating a
bond. Mr. Stonner said we did that last
year, and it is more economical and
beneficial to the Town not to do a bond.
Mr. Riley said we have 5 classes of roads.
By the end of this year we will have all the
class 1, II and III roads completed. By then
we will be up to 10% of the additional roads
that need work. That brings us down to a
1 0-year plan. If we keep after it and keep
increasing it the way we have, it will be
down below 10 years. Gary Hoffman asked
who pays for the maintenance of New
Boston Road. Mr. Stonner said that is a
state road.
Public Works - Highway
Dave Gilbert asked why this is $160,000
lower than last year. Mr. Riley said this is
additional roads for sand, salt and
maintenance. Mr. Goldberg said the biggest




Traffic Control $ 67,500.00
Solid Wast $474,530.00
Landfill
General Assistance $ 60,000.00






Community Television $ 46,993.00
Library $658,028.00
Town Events $ 11,000.00
Conservation Commission $ 2,320.00
Economic Dev. Corp 1,000.00
Interest, Short Term Notes 00
Police Special Details $200,000.00
Recreation- Day Camp 58,376.00
Public Works - Sewer $644,526.00
There being no further discussion on the
budget, the vote on the budget passed
unanimously at $9,172,365.
Eugene Van Loan, Jr., Wallace Road, asked
what the tower is at the Safety Complex.
Mr. Goldberg said a few years ago the
government auctioned off the radio airwaves.
Part of the deal of auctioning off the
airwaves was the federal government
received $20 million dollars that guaranteed
companies who bid on these the right to put
the antennas in various locations. Sprint
Spectrum chose Route 101 for this new
digital cellular telephone service. They came
before the Town to place the antennas.
One is being built at the Safety Complex
where they are leasing space from the Town
and allowing our communication antenna on
top. Mr. Stonner said these are only
temporary because in 10-15 years when
satellite systems become more profitable,
they will be removed.
Mr. Riley said Bedford Community TV will
show this on March 9, 1 and 1 1
.
Mr. Scanlon asked what roads are on tap for
this year. Mr. Stonner said the main one is
the reconstruction of Liberty Hill Road.
Mrs. Robersen read a preliminary list and
indicated how much of this will get done
depends on what the bids come in at. They
include: Hersey Street, Hull Road, Kennedy
Drive, Oak Drive, Orchard Hill Circle, Oriole
Drive, Seabee Street, Beaudoin Street,
Carriage Lane, Chickadee Court, Mack
Street, Maiden Lane, Nathan Cutler Drive,
Park Drive, Presidential Road, Roosevelt
Drive, Savoie Street, Tiffany Lane and
Winchester
Lane.Moderator Van Loan announced that
the polls were closed at 8:30 PM.
Virginia Burke asked which social service
agencies the Town is donating to. Mrs.
Robersen said St. Joseph's Hospital, Visiting
Nurse Association and Moore Center. She
said this is for services received, it is not a
donation.
Moderator Van Loan announced the results
of the voting on Article 3 as 75 yes and 3 no.
A motion was made, seconded and passed
to adjourn at 8:32 PM.
Bedford's National Champion Big Tree; the largest apple tree in the U.S.
is located on the Heritage Trail just south of Moore's Crossing Road
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TOWN OF BEDFORD
1998 WARRANT
To the inhabitants of the Town ofBedford in
the County of Hillsborough in the State of
New Hampshire qualified to vote in Town
Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at McKelvie
School on Tuesday, March 10, 1998 at 7
o'clock in the forenoon to act on the
following articles numbers 1, 2, and 3. Polls
are to close no later than 7:00 P.M. Action
on the Town Budget Article 4 and 5 will be
held on Wednesday, March 4, 1998 at 7:00
P.M. at the Town Hall.
Article 1. To elect necessary Town Officers
for the ensuing two, three, and six years.
Article 2. To see how the Town will vote
on the following zoning amendments.
ZONING AMENDMENTS PROPOSED BY
PLANNING BOARD:
AMENDMENT NO. 1 Are you in favor of
the adoption of Amendment No. 1 as
proposed by the Planning Board for the
Bedford Zoning Ordinance as follows: To
amend Article 45-3 ESTABLISHMENT OF
DISTRICTS, Section 45-3-2 Location of
Districts, as follows: To amend the Official
Zone Map of the Town of Bedford, NH by
expanding the Highway Commercial district
on Route 101, identified as Map 20 Lot 8
(Mobil gas station) to enlarge the Highway
Commercial district on Route 101,
identified as Map 20 Lot 8 and owned by
Mobil Oil Corp., by widening the
boundary line approximately 35 feet to
the northeast onto Map 20 Lot 62 and
approximately 100 feet to the northwest
onto Map 20 Lot 9 for a total expansion of
approximately 22,000 square feet.
[This amendment is intended to expand the
Highway Commercial zone located at the
Mobil gas station on Route 101 across from
Pinecrest Drive so that Mobil Oil can
demolish the existing gas station and
construct a new station in order to enhance
safety- in harmony with the architecture of
the Historic District — with deeper building
and pump island setbacks from Route 101.]
AMENDMENT NO. 2 Are you in favor of
adoption of Amendment No. 2 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the Bedford
Zoning Ordinance as follows: To amend
Article 45-4, USE AND DIMENSIONAL
REGULATIONS, Section 45-4-4 (a) Non-
Conforming Lots, by inserting the words in
bold print as follows: (2). If two or more
lots of record are contiguous and in single
ownership on or after the effective date of
this Ordinance (March 13, 1991) and if any
of said lots are vacant and do not comply
with the dimensional requirements of
frontage and area, then those lots shall be
considered to be an undivided parcel for the
purposes of this Ordinance.
[This amendment is intended to clarify that
adjacent undersized lots purchased on March
13, 1991 and also after March 13, 1991 are
regulated as a single parcel for zoning
purposes.]
AMENDMENT NO. 3 Are you in favor of
adoption of Amendment No. 3 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the Bedford
Zoning Ordinance as follows: To amend
Article 45-9 US ROUTE 3 CORRIDOR
PERFORMANCE ZONING DISTRICT,
Section 45-9-6 Permitted Uses, (s) Gasoline
Service Stations, Footnote (2) by adding the
words in bold print as follows: Gasoline
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service stations and their accessory uses
may be permitted in the PZ zone only by
the granting of a Conditional Use Permit
by the Planning Board. Applications for
a Conditional Use Permit shall address
the following: purpose of the Route 3
Performance Zoning District, dimensional
standards, highway improvements, sewer
and water connections, setbacks,
landscaping, signage, parking, screening
of refuse and pumps, lighting,
environmental safeguards, nuisance
odors, market data to support the
proposed location, access to a signalized
intersection, existing and future traffic
analysis, identification of existing stations
within a 5-mile radius, and provisions for
termination of the Conditional Use
Permit if the station is abandoned.
[This amendment is intended to remove the
2-mile separation requirement for gas
stations only in the Route 3 PZ zone and
instead to regulate the location of gas
stations along this highway through a special
set of criteria. The minimum 2-mile
separation will still be imposed on gas
stations in Highway Commercial zones
throughout the remainder of Bedford.]
AMENDMENT NO. 4 Are you in favor of
adoption of Amendment No.' 4 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the Bedford
Zoning Ordinance as follows: To amend
Article 45-13, ADMINISTRATION AND
ENFORCEMENT, Section 45-13-4 (b)
Prosecution of Violations, by inserting the
following words in bold print: (1) Any
violation of this Ordinance... shall be
subject to a civil penalty not to exceed two
hundred seventy-five dollars ($275.00) for
each day that such violation is found to
continue....
[This amendment is intended to reflect the
revised State Statute RSA 676:17 which
increases the amount for civil penalties that
can be levied, from $100.00 per day to
$275.00 per day.]
AMENDMENT NO. 5 Are you in favor of
adoption of Amendment No. 5 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the Bedford
Zoning Ordinance as follows: To amend
Article 45-14, ZONING BOARD OF
ADJUSTMENT, Section 45-14-4 Powers
and Duties, as follows: Insert a new
subsection (e) Authorize upon appeal in
specific cases equitable waivers of
dimensional requirements as provided for
in RSA 674:33-a.
[This amendment is intended to reflect a
new State Statute which gives the Zoning
Board of Adjustment the power to grant
waivers of dimensional requirements or
physical layouts when it is discovered that
there is a violation that was not intentionally
caused by the owner of the property. This
State Statute is adopted by reference.]
AMENDMENT NO. 6 Are you in favor of
adoption of Amendment No. 6 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the Bedford
Zoning Ordinance as follows: To amend
APPENDIX 45-A, TABLE OF USES,
Footnote (12) by inserting the following
words shown in bold print: A gasoline
service station is not permitted to be located
within two (2) miles of an existing station in
the Highway Commercial zones. In the
PZ zone, gas stations are permitted only
by a Conditional Use Permit granted by
the Planning Board.
[This amendment is intended to distinguish
between the existing two mile separation for
gas stations in the Highway Commercial
zone and the proposal for a new set of
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AMENDMENT NO. 7 We the
undersigned Bedford, NH residents do
hereby petition and request to the town to
vote to rezone the following parcels of land
on Route 114 and White Ave. from the
current Service Industrial zone to Highway
Commercial use. Said parcels are identified
as: Tax Map #1 Lot #30 and Tax Map #1
Lot #3 1 along the Northerly side of White
Ave. More particularly described as
follows: Tract #1 on the Northern side of
White Ave. and Easterly side of Route 1 14.
Parcels are bounded by Route 114 to the
East, Lot 1-29 New England Power Co. to
the North, White Ave./Goffstown Truck
Center School Bus Garage to the South, &
Bowman Brook/Power lines to the East. A
total of approximately 3.7 Acres. The owner
of record is Goffstown Truck Center, Inc.,
East Union Street, Goffstown, NH 03045.
THE PLANNING BOARD APPROVES
ADOPTION OF THIS AMENDMENT.
Article 3. CHARTER CHANGE
PROPOSED BY THE TOWN COUNCIL
the $1.5 million already appropriated by
affirmative vote by article 3 of the 1997
warrant for the purpose of costs related to
the final closure of the Chubbuck Road
Landfill and to authorize the Town Council
to enter into financing under the State of
New Hampshire revolving loan fund, and to
take such other action as may be necessary
to effect the financing as shall be in the best
interest of the Town of Bedford, and pass
any vote relating thereto.
Article 5. To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate such sums ofmoney as
may be necessary to defray Town charges
for the ensuing year.
Town General Fund
PROPERTY OWNED BY THE TOWN OF BEDFORD
Map # Location
6-36-001 New Boston Road
8-04-000 Chubbuck Road




1 3-37-005 Constitution Drive
1 3-37-019 Constitution Drive




16-18-000 Joppa Hill & King




20-07-000 Rt. 1 1 & Bell Hill Road
20-09-000 135 Route 101
20-11-000 Nashua Road
20-23-000 Nashua Road
20^6-000 1 8 N. Amherst Road
20-74-062 Rockwood Court
20-77-000 N. Amherst Road
20-95-000 24 N. Amherst Road
21-09-06A Patten Road
21-09-12B Matthew Patten Dr.
21-62-000 Route 101
23-03-001 South River Road
24-09-001 South River Road
24-09-002 South River Road
24-09-003 South River Road
24-17-000 Moores Crossing
25-20-000 Back River Road
25-66-000 Back River Road
25-77-000 Back River Road
25-92-011 Forest Drive







29-1 7-000 N. Amherst Road
30-08-014 Beech Street
30-1 5-014 Bracken Circle
30-18-000 Route 101 & Stowell
31-44-000 Route 101
3 1 -44-030 Dearborn Lane
33-09-082 Liberty Hill Road
33-09-083 Meadowcrest Dr.
33-17-017 Liberty Hill Road
34-1 3-000 Everett Highway
34-30-000 Back River Road
34-67-000 Off Back River Road
35-1 5-000 South River Road
36-1 7-000 South River Road
38-09-000 Liberty Hill Road
39-13-000 Wallace Road
39-37-000 Jenkins Road
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PLANNING BOARD
Paul Drahnak, Chairman
The development boom continued through
1997, with more than 90% of the new
projects proposed in the Route 3 Corridor.
For the first time ever, proposals for attached
townhouses and apartment units replaced the
historical demand for single-family house
lots, with 164 townhouses and 240
apartments, and only 26 new single-family
lots. Phenomenal commercial and industrial
growth continued, averaging 200,000 square
feet for the fourth year in a row.
Final approval was granted for:
1 1 Subdivision Plans - 26 new residential lots
- 8 new industrial lots
8 Lot Line Adjustment Plans
9 Site Plans - 190,065 sq. ft. new commercial/
industrial buildings or additions
1 Site Plan - 240 rental apartments
2 Site Plans - 164 townhouses
8 Site Plans - 19,039 sq. ft. change-of-use
commercial/industrial buildings
1 1 Home Occupation Permits
1 Communications Tower
30 Misc. Plans - signage for Bedford Mall,
church fellowship hall, cemetery
expansion, etc.
Major developments reviewed included:
Commons Development - Comprehensive plan for
132 townhouses, 100 apts., 3 retail sites
Walker's Falls - 240 apartments
Rose Hill - 84 townhouses
EPE Corporation - 123,000 sq. ft. manufacturing
Rising Stars Sports Complex - 27,000 sq. ft. addition
Your Planning Board is dedicated to the
promotion of quality development which will
have lasting value, both economically and
aesthetically, for all of the property owners
and residents in Town. Towards this end, we
have been honored to serve the Town.
PLANNING DEPARTMENT
Director: Karen White, AICP
The economic health of Bedford continued
to be vibrant in 1997, with almost 200,000
square feet of new commercial and industrial
space choosing to locate in the Route 3
Corridor. For the first time, applications for
townhouses and apartments dominated the
residential reviews, with only 26 new single-
family house lots applying for subdivision
approval. Detailed fiscal impact analysis and
architectural review of these townhouses and
apartments indicate that they will provide a
positive tax base for the Town, as well as
offering housing opportunities for the
employees of our new businesses.
Zoning Administration
The backlog of zoning violation
investigations was eased by the addition of a
new Administrative Assistant, Nancy Larson.
Now the Planning Department has two staff
members available to perform site
inspections and investigate zoning
complaints.
Highway Improvements
There are three new NH Department of
Transportation proposals for highway
improvements in Bedford: a new ramp from
Route 101 onto Kilton Road; widening of
Route 3 from the Bedford Mall and a new
signal at Back River Road; and the Airport
Access Highway, which is a new interchange
and bridge across the Merrimack River and
into the Manchester Airport.
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SOUTHERN NH PLANNING COMM.
Moni Sharma, Director
The Commission has a range of services
available to help members deal with a
variety of issues. Technical assistance is
provided by a staff whose expertise is
supplemented by consultants selected for
specialized skills. The staff carries out
programs of area-wide significance
mandated under State and Federal laws or
regulations, as well as local or site-specific
projects exclusive to your community.
Technical assistance is provided in a
professional manner at the request of
your Planning Director, Town Manager,
and the Town Council. The Commission
conducts planning studies and carries out
projects of common interest and benefit to
all members, keeps officials apprised of
planning and land use regulations, and offers
training for Board members.
Services performed for Bedford during
1997 include: 1) Co-sponsored the
Municipal Law series; 2) Conducted
traffic counts at several locations; 3)
Prepared the Regional Transportation Plan,
and the draft Transportation Improvement
Program including Bedford intersection
projects; 4) The "Suggested Schedule" for
the March 1998 Annual Town Meeting; 5)
Provided a video entitled "Community
Growth Management"; 6) Is preparing a
traffic plan for the US Route 3 corridor; and
an open space overlay of the Town maps.
Bedford's representatives to the
Commission are: Eugene Van Loan, Jr.,
Edward P. Moran, Jr. and David J.
Danielson (Executive Committee Member).
BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Sandra LaMontagne, Chairman
In 1997, the Zoning Board of Adjustment
heard 44 applications for variances, special
exceptions, and administrative appeals.
Twelve commercial and 21 residential
requests were approved. Three commercial
and 8 residential requests were denied.
The Zoning Administrator handles inquiries
from the public regarding zoning questions,
and advises citizens on the Board's
application procedure. The Board hears
evidence for and against a variance, appeals
from administrative decisions, and approvals
of special exceptions. After hearing the
evidence, the Board discusses the requests
and votes in public session. Zoning
Administrator, Karen White, attends our
meetings and, provides information to
Board members on the applications.
When an applicant makes a presentation
before the Board for a variance, the
following five criteria must be addressed:
1 No diminution in value of surrounding properties
would be suffered.
2 Granting the variance would be of benefit to the
public.
3 Denial of the variance would result in unnecessary
hardship to the owner seeking it.
4. By granting it, substantial justice would be done.
5 Use must not be contrary to the spirit of the
ordinance.
Applicants not present at a meeting who
wish to have someone speak for them must
give written authorization for the
representative.
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HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION
D. Laurence Gott, Chairman
In 1997 the HDC conducted 20
hearings. There were 9 commercial, 8
residential and 3 town related. All
applications were approved.
One change at the HDC was the retirement
of Madonna Repeta after 6 years as a
member. While we miss Madonna's
contributions, we were pleased with the
addition of Ray Minichiello of the Marconi
Museum.
At the end of the year, the HDC has begun
work on two projects that we hope will have
a lasting and positive impression on the
Town. The first will be the installation of
new street signs within the district. The
second project involves something called
Landmarking which are properties not
within the Historic District, but may be
added to the district. These properties are of
historic, aesthetic interest, or represent one
or more eras in the Town's history. This can
be done only with the consent of the
homeowner and must be included in the
Zoning Ordinance as voted on by the Town.
If anyone is interested in landmarking, please
notify the HDC at the Town Office Building.
CEMETERY TRUSTEES
Chairman : Robert Sundeen
Ralph Wiggin & Doris Peck Spurway
Work on the cemetery expansion continued
this year with the land being cleared of trees,
stumpage removed, and the ground leveled.
The next phase will be to erect suitable
fencing across the back boundary line and
along both sides of the area. Then the
driveways within the new section will be laid
out to access the area and make it
contiguous with the present cemetery
driveways. After loaming, seeding and
plantings are satisfactorily completed, the
final phase will be to lay out the gravesites
and record the information. When the spring
weather arrives, the Trustees invite you to
look at the progress made to date for a
better visualization of this expansion.
Thirteen cemetery plots sold this year, six
four-place, five two place and two one
place. Two deeds were issued where the
originals were lost. Total burials included 10
full burials and nine cremations. There are
four cemeteries in Bedford cared for by a
superintendent under the direction of the
Cemetery Trustees. Any inquiries or
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PARKS & RECREATION DEPARTMENT
& COMMISSION Scot Pollock, Chair
Brian Ross, Recreation Director
The Parks and Recreation Department's
major event was our dedication of the Earl
G. Legacy Park on November 8
th
.
Following remarks of Paul Goldberg, Dick
Como, and Chris Legacy, the plaque
dedicating the Park with Earl's bronze
profile was unveiled. The ceremony was
attended by over 125 friends, family and
town guests. The facilities at the Park will
include a Softball field, soccer/multi-purpose
field, baseball field, skateboard park, tennis
courts, basketball area and cross country ski
trails.
In 1997 the softball field, soccer field and
cross country ski trails are near completion.
In 1998 the senior field and skateboard park
will be constructed. Many have contributed
to the park's success including Car
Components Technology, Maine Drilling and
Blasting on behalf of Bedford Little League,
Gilford Well, Bedford Garden Club, Bedford
Nordic Ski Club, Bedford Water Center,
Jenkins Construction, Bedford Rotary Club,
Fidelity Restoration Service and JGE
Construction. Thank you for your
generous assistance.
A small multi-purpose field was constructed
on the corner of North Amherst Road and
Joppa Hill Road to be used for practices and
pick up games for soccer and baseball. In
December of 1997 the Town acquired an
eighteen plus acre parcel off Sebbins Pond
Drive to be used for additional fields that are
needed in town for various sport leagues.
Twelve acres on the corner of Route 101 and
Bell Hill Road are planned for a Town
Center Park with a skating pond and
warming shelter, a bandstand area, a bird
house display/sanctuary area, picnic area and
walking trails. It will serve as a Town
Information Center. It will definitely be a
park that residents can be proud of.
The Heritage Trail along Merrimack River
saw many users this year and the Third
Annual Business Luncheon was a big success
with approximately 150 employees of local
businesses attending. In 1998 the Heritage
Trail is planning to complete at least another
mile of trail south of Moores Crossing Road.
The pool was busy with an average use per
day of 223 June, 187 in July and 162 in
August. A record amount of $31,000 was
collected from fees, lessons and concessions.
Overall 1 997 was a big year for using as well
as expanding our recreation facilities in the
community. But the most amazing part is
most of it has been done without property
tax revenue. Make the most ofyour leisure
time by participating in one of your
recreation facilities. The benefits are
endless.
\' The dedication plaque
at Legacy Park.
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TOWN COUNCIL & TOWN MANAGER
Chairman Paul Goldberg and Manager
Artie Robersen
1997 was another year of growth in Bedford.
We are blessed with the ability to maintain a
relatively low tax rate, which attracts more
development, which if not controlled could
rapidly increase those taxes. We are
fortunate to have a good group of
volunteers on our land use boards which
constantly oversee the combined effect of
all of these issues. While not everyone
will be happy with all the results, it is the
combined effort and thought to the entire
effect which keeps Bedford's taxes down
and maintains the atmosphere of the Town.
The Town Council's road improvement plan
was enhanced this year with the start of
Liberty Hill Road as the first large project,
and the paving of Meetinghouse Road to
save it for another few years. The budget
increase of another $65,000 allowed more
roads to be saved rather than face expensive
reconstruction. While this defers work on
many of the worse roads, it will reduce the
overall cost and provide more flexibility than
attempting to do them all at once with a $20
million bond issue.
The Council spent a great amount of time on
plans to assure a smooth transition as we
face a major change in administration with
the retirement of Town Manager, Artie
Robersen. We are not only concerned about
the transition period, but want to be sure
many of the plans and philosophies from
which we've been working are documented
for the new Manager and future Council
members.
STATEMENT OF BONDED DEBT 12-31-96
PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
Edward S. Kelly, P. E., Director
The Department has four Divisions:
Administrative, Highways, Solid Waste, and
Wastewater. There are 20 full-time, 1 seasonal
and 2 part-time employees.
HIGHWAY DIVISION
Paul Belanger, Superintendent
During 1997, we had snow/ice storms. The
type of heavy snow we have been encountering
in recent winters is becoming typical. The
Department responded to 40 incidents, a new
high. We monitor the data-base for tracking the
storms in order to continue with safe and
reliable service in a cost-effective manner.
The major contracted road project in 1997 was
Phase I reconstruction of Liberty Hill Road.
The Town crews spent the summer on general
maintenance and drainage in preparation for
rehabilitation and reconstruction. Other roads
paved include: Beaudoin, Carriage, Chicadee
Ct, Dery, Donald, Hamilton, Hersey, Hull,
Jefferson, Kennedy, Lawes, Legacy Park, Mack,
Maiden, Meetinghouse, Nathan Cutler, Orchard
Hill Circle, Oriole, Park, Random, Roosevelt,
Savoie, Seabee, Strawberry Hill, Tiffany, and
Winchester.
Two other projects were the reconstruction of a
portion of Joppa Hill Road, south of North
Amherst Road which was accomplished with
off-site funding from an adjoining subdivision.
The asphalt overlay on Meetinghouse Road was
intended to "buy" five years or so of time,
before major rehabilitation and reconstruction
takes place. The major project targeted for 98 is
Phase II of Liberty Hill Road with the final
wearing course (asphalt) to be applied in 2000.
The major target for implementation by the state
will be the funding of the airport-access road
near the Bedford toll-booths. The Town Council
has steadily been increasing the annual allocation
for roads and hopes to begin funding about
$1,000,000 annually before too long.
Hopefully, the Kilton Road Interchange and the
Back River Road intersection improvements
with Route 3 (South River Road) will be
approved and funded by the NHDOT with
construction of the improvements to follow.
SOLID WASTE DIVISION
The Transfer Station has been operating for
over two years and the final milestone with the
Landfill is about to be reached. The bid-opening
for the closure of the Landfill was in December
with construction targeted for the spring of
1998. The continued testing of the monitoring
wells at Chubbuck Road and Nashua Road are
still meeting the EPA and NH DES standards.
WASTEWATER DIVISION
Stephen R. Crean, Superintendent
Sanitary sewer targeted for 1998 is the
Constance Street expansion approved in 1997.
The project has been designed, and will be
constructed in 1998. Other connections include:
Greenfield Farms, Waterford Green,
Homeowners Assistance Group, Village Green
(25 new connections), Expansion of Car
Components Technology (CCT), Alzheimer's
Facility on Hawthorne Drive, Bedford
Commons, and The Commons Development.
The average daily flow has increased to 250,000
gallons a day, representing 25% of the total flow
available from Manchester.
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BEDFORD COMMUNITY TELEVISION
1997 was the year when Bedford
Community Television began to realize its
resources. As the founding members of the
Board of Overseers look back, two full years
to March, 1 996, it is apparent the growth has
been the result of many of the civic-minded
organizations in town and, in fact, the Town
itself, making a major investment in the
development of the channel.
In February, BCTV's first employee, Roger
Richard, began as Station Coordinator. One
of his first tasks was to turn an old fire
station into a television studio. With the
generous help of several townspeople, nearly
$5,000 worth of used, but very usable, office
furniture and fixtures were donated and
trucked to Bedford. Lauren Horton and
Paul Suerman have never been thanked
publicly for their efforts until now.
Some of Bedford's non-profit organizations
became major resources of support. The
Men's Club gave $3,500 toward the
purchase and installation of a satellite
receiver, dish and translator, allowing the
channel to provide national-quality
educational programming from resources
like NASA, Sea World San Diego, and the
Annenberg Consortium. The Newcomers
Club donated a CD player and began our
music library to offer local amateur
producers another production capability.
equipment. BCTV was a beneficiary of Olde
Town Day 1997, which provided funds to
add more playback video decks to our
studio, resulting in expanded programming
hours.
Throughout the summer of 1997, Jonathan
Wellington, an Eagle Scout candidate from
Bedford's Troop 5 coordinated and
mobilized the manpower to redesign and
construct the channel's facility infrastructure.
BCTV must be moving in for the long run
the station finally has walls!
As we begin our third full year, we must
thank the founding members of the Board of
Overseers for countless hours of service, and
we reluctantly accept the resignation of Mike
Abbene and Bill Robersen.
So, BCTV has begun to realize its resources,
but there is a substantial way to go before
they are maximized. One important
resource is still only at a minimal level - you
the townspeople. Community-based public
access television has at it's foundation the
interests and efforts of the people it serves.
BCTV still needs active liaison with each of
the thirty-plus non-profits in Town so we can
at least share your stories on the Bulletin
Board. We need students, professionals,
parents and people with a hobby to share, a
story to tell, or an interest to investigate, to
take advantage of the free training and
equipment resource which BCTV offers.
The Bedford Basketball League, in
appreciation of the coverage provided of the
97 season, made a significant contribution to
BCTV's operating fund. An anonymous
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LIBRARY
Director: Frances M. Wiggin
One year ago, we reported on the
dedication of the library. We are now
pleased to announce the Library designers
were awarded a 1997 Gold S.A.M. Award
for Commercial and Municipal Projects.
As Bedford grows, so does library use. As
amazing as 1996's 33% circulation increase
was, this year it's up another 25%. Patrons
increased by 11%, reaching over 14,200.
The library's popularity as a meeting place
has grown to where reservations are
difficult to get and we have established
policies and fees to manage the demand.
1997 began with Sue Holstein's retirement
as Trustee. Sue played a key roll in
developing the new library, and remains
active with the Friends of the Library. Bob
Brooks, member of the library-development
team, was elected to replace Sue. We thank
Sue for her tireless and dedicated service.
Other changes included the departure of
Diane Hojlo of the Children's room. Virgina
Penrod became our first, Young-Adult
Librarian and Kathleen Flahive and Wilson
Thomas became desk attendants. The staff,
with 700 hours support from 52 volunteers,
produced another increase in reading from
last year's state record, over 10%, totaling
16,784 books read by 892 children..
Unfortunately, our capacity has been
reached. Community demand for children's
programming is incessant. On registration
day, lines form early and extend out the
lower level, into the parking lot. Our staff is
unable to meet the requests for additional
programs. We were able to produce year-
round programming and with the school
programs, served 1280 young readers.
The library would not exist without the kind
donations of many. A gift from the Conn-
Frederic family, with help from the Friends
and Bedford Boomers, saw the installation
of an model train exhibit in the gallery. The
Friends association hosted their annual bake
sale in addition to the historic community
tradition of an annual holiday Wassail Party.
The Library Foundation, with support from
the Bedford Village Inn, hosted a successful
Gala Evening. In addition to a great meal,
fun entertainment and fund raising, the
Bedford Rotary Club, announced their
Annual Citizen of the Year to a surprised
trustee, Bob Brooks. The Foundation
continues to play a crucial role for the
library and we thank them for their support.
The Foundation has been recognized within
New England as a great success and model.
The N. H. School Administrator's Assn.
presented the 1997 South Central Region -
Champion For Children Award to Fran
Wiggin. Cindi Ellen O'Connor was elected
President of the New England Roundtable
of Children's Librarians and appointed to
the Education and Research Committee of
the American Library Association's Library
Service to Children. Susan Rotch serves on
the NH State Library ILL Protocol
committee and Bill Wickham, Trustee,
continues to serve on the NH State
Advisory Council.
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1997 SPECIAL ACCOUNT
Cash on Hand 1-1-97 $38.74
Income
Fines
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CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Jon Levenstein, Chairman
This past year was a busy one for the
Commission, and amount of building activity
brought with it an active agenda. The
Commission has a variety of duties including
responsibility for recommendations to the
State Wetlands Board on all wetland dredge
and fill applications in Bedford. The
Commission holds hearings, considers
comment from the public, and conducts site
walks of proposed projects. In 1997, we
acted on 21 applications.
In addition to making recommendations to
the State, the Commission frequently
provides advice to the Zoning and Planning
Boards involving issues such as variances to
build within setback areas, conditions
imposed upon approval of a subdivision and
input to the Town's Zoning Ordinance.
One important role of the Commission is the
identification of land which might be
purchased by the Town for conservation
purposes. This year the Commission
participated in the purchase of a parcel of
land abutting the Pulpit Rock Conservation
Area, thereby increasing the area of this
Town resource. The Pulpit Rock
Subcommittee was involved with the
property that will be the new Center Park.
The Pulpit Rock Subcommittee has been
very active for the past two years as the Area
has increased in size thanks to land donations
and sales from the Campbell Heirs, June
Hoyt, Verna Szkutnik, and Dorothy
Reynolds. Accomplishments of the
Subcommittee included the establishment of
two new trails; the publication of a revised
brochure; the refurbishing of the bulletin
board (with new displays on the back);
maintenance of the existing trails and
bridges; and May educational day walk
through the area which included talks on the
geology of Pulpit Rock, its history as a
tourist attraction in the 1800's and early
1900's and birds and wildflowers.
During the past year, several members
retired from the Commission after years of
dedicated service. The retiring members
include Ben Frost, Roberta Amero, Jeanene
Procopis and Donna Clement. New
members appointed during the last year are
Thomas Ducharme and D. J. Withee.
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ASSESSING DEPARTMENT
Joseph W. Lessard, Jr., C.N.H.A. and
Donald A. Ingalls, C.N.H.A.
1997 has been a year of unprecedented
growth. Parcels have increased 202 from
6,565 to 6,767 and the town experienced a
gross valuation increase of $7 1 ,264,92 1 .
1996 1997 %Total
Res 1,040,995,889 1,106,299,180 77.02%
Com/Ind 276,581,100 282,809,721 19.67%
Exempt 47.564.800 47,497,801 3.31%
1,365,141,789 1,436,406,710
While 1997 figures are not available, a
comparison of 1996 Hillsborough County
tax rates indicates Bedford continues to
benefit with one of the lowest tax rates.
Application forms for veteran credits and
elderly exemptions are available at this
office. There is also an exemption for the
blind as is a Tax Deferral for the Elderly
and Disabled. Keep in mind there are
conditions to qualify for exemptions. Both
the elderly exemption and the Tax Deferral
for Elderly and Disabled carry with it
verifiable age, asset and income limitations.
Assessor's records and personnel are
available Monday through Friday from 8:00
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. In 1997 a public access
computer terminal was made available to
search for specific property by parcel
number, location, or owners name. A
second menu offers selective property
characteristics and simply selecting the letter
(P) (enter) prints a property card for a
nominal fee.
SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST
As of November 1997 the voting list
recorded 2,270 Democrats, 5,351
Republicans, 2,308 undeclared for a total of
9,929 registered voters.
The Supervisors hold evening and Saturday
sessions for registration of voters before
each election. These sessions are posted in
the Town Office, the Library, and published
in local newspapers. Residents may also
register or change their party at the Town
Office during regular office hours. Eligible
residents are also allowed to register to vote
at the polls on voting days. The Supervisors
wish to thank Edith Schmidtchen, Town
Clerk, and her staff for handling the majority
of the registrations.
1996 Zoning Amendment Results
No. 1 Adopt definitions of "accessory attached
apartment" - Passed.
No. 2 Adopt definition of "wireless
telecommunications facilites" - Passed.
No. 3 Allow wireless telecommunications facilities
under 6 feet and 200 sq. ft. in all zones - Passed.
No. 4 To allow wireless telecommunications
facilities up to 200 feet in height as a Special
Exception in all zones - Passed.
No. 5 Modify the definition of "wetlands" - Passed.
No. 6 To refer to "wetlands" as Hydric A and
Hydric B soils - Passed.
No. 7 To amend the side and rear landscape strips
in the PZ zone - Passed.
No. 8 Amend PZ zone to remove "multiple
residential dwellings" as a use - Passed.
No. 9 Amend Off-Street Parking by adding the
category called "banks" - Passed.
No. 10 Amend the political sign ordinance - Passed.
No. 11 To allow the Building Inspector and Zoning
Administrator to approve uninhabited structures
under 800 sq. ft. in area - Passed.
No. 12 Gas stations to have convenience stores and
remove requirement for service bays - Passed.
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1998 PROPOSED BUDGET - DIGEST OF CHANGES
ADDED MAJOR EXPENSES:
South River Road Traffic Lights - (to establish impact fee for reimbursement) $100,000
South river Road Sidewalks - Macy's to Manchester Line - From Capital Reserve $33,000
Ten-Year Master Plan - $60,000
Road Rehabilitation Program $ 1 23 ,000
Two Police Officers less 50% Cops Grant $30,000
Two Firefighters less savings from part-time positions $24,000
Legacy Field Maintenance $4,000
Road and Park Maintenance Person $30,000
Conservation Commission for land from Current Use Penalties $200,000
Town Manager Search, relocation, and overlapping salaries $45,000
Legal Fees from increase land use suits $5,000
Historic District Road Signs $1,000
Animal Control $7,000
Fire Hydrants $7,500
Solid Waste Tipping Fees $27,000
Elections (1 998 has State elections) $ 1 8,000
Continue Cemetery Expansion $4,000
MAJOR DECREASED COSTS:
Health Insurance Carrier Change
Safety Complex Energy Changes
Fire Apparatus
Pool - final cost of rehabilitation
Library Bond







ENTERPRISE FUNDS (Offsetting Revenue and Allocation Increases)









The 1998 Town Council proposed
budget is driven by increased demand for
services; the commitment to maintain tax rate
stability; and our desire for maximum efficiency
and productivity. We have been fortunate over
the past few years to see substantial revenue
increases or cost decreases offset the costs of
infrastructure improvements like the Library,
Safety Complex, Transfer Station, land
acquisition and park development, and more
than $500,000 in increases for roads.
But, there are only so many efficiencies,
and so much revenue available. We may be
maximizing those revenues in the near future
and if we are to continue to meet increased
needs in areas like public safety while adding
funds for the road and park programs, we must
recommend a small tax increase of twelve cents
to $2.71.
To meet the increased needs from
growth, there are some staffing changes. They
include 2 Firefighters to be partially offset by
decreasing part-timers; two police officers to be
phased with a COPS grant; one highway/park
maintenance . person; and 5 hours for animal
management.
Four changes are shown in the Planning
Department and are worthy of mention. There
is $100,000 to start a capital fund for traffic
signals on South River Road, which will be the
catalyst for a developers' impact fee to pay for
the lights. There is $33,000 from a Capital
Reserve for the sidewalks from Macy's to the
Manchester line on South River Road. There is
$60,000 to do the ten year master plan. Finally,
the Administrative Assistant, formerly in the
Town Manager's office, is being moved as the
amount of plan review and zoning complaint
follow-up now requires two full-time people.
The Conservation Commission shows a
$200,000 increase which is offset by revenues
resulting from the amount of current use
penalties set aside for that purpose. $123,000
was increased in the road rehabilitation account
bringing the amount dedicated to the road
program to $737,000, and there is $125,000 to
continue the parks development.
The cost of additions to the budget are
funded through other cost savings and new
revenues. The largest reduction caused by a
cost cutting efficiency is $100,000 by changing
the health insurance carrier. We plan to review
Workers' Compensation and Insurance billing
of ambulance service in 1998 with hopes of
similar results.
In the enterprise accounts, sewer
payments to Manchester are up $50,000 which
is offset by the user fees because of the growth
on South River Road. There is $200,000 from
Sewer retained earnings to extend the line to
Constance Street and an interceptor for
Technology Drive, both of which will be
reimbursed by users. Police Special Detail is up
$100,000 because of the anticipated costs and
revenues associated with the reconstruction of
the Back River Road intersection. We have
moved BCTV to an enterprise account to
assure it expends no more than the revenue
from the Cable contract, and fundraising efforts.
Health insurance has been moved to one
account rather than allocated to the individual
departments because the new plan expenses are
directly attributable to use, not a premium.
We will continue to look for efficiencies
and alternatives like the insurance carrier to
control our costs. But, we are also dedicated to
assuring the Town is maintained as a place we
all want to be by providing sufficient funds to
meet existing and growing needs like police and
fire protection, and continue those requested
programs like the road rehabilitation plan and
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TOTAL 1998 GENERAL FUND REVENUES
Police Special Detail Revenues
Recreation Day Camp Revenues
Bedford Community Television Revenues
Bedford Center Park
Chubbuck Rd. Landfill Closure Revenues
Public Works Sewer Revenues
TOTAL 1998 MUNICIPAL BUDGET REVENUES
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BEDFORD ROAD REHABILITATION
The 1998 Council proposed budget includes
a twelve cent tax increase, the first Council
recommended increase in seven years. This
increase is principally to accelerate the road
rehabilitation program at a pace and cost
which does not leave our children with the
burden of recycling huge reconstruction
debt.
Many of the Town roads were built in the
50's and 60's well before the development of
present road standards. They were built
without today's consideration as to quality of
drainage and subgrade which are necessities
in an area where cold weather, abundant
water, and ledge are prevalent. Many were
also constructed when there was little reason
to anticipate the traffic impact of a Town
with today's population
Some residents propose issuing a bond to do
all the work, and there is merit to the idea.
The cost which needs to be addressed is
estimated between $ 1 8 and $24 million. The
annual cost of such a bond would be $3 to
$5 million. As this would be an obligation
rather than a planned approach to the entire
problem, it could not be altered if economic
conditions warrant tax relief. It also creates
another problem, the normal deterioration of
twenty years would occur all at once, and
again the Town would face the same
situation.
The Council's program consists of
evaluation, reconstruction, repair, and
maintenance. The following will give you an
outline of why we believe it to be the best
course for Bedford. While changing
circumstances make it impossible to be exact
about which roads will be done in any given
year, the plan will give you some idea of the
rationale behind the choices.
There are 188 miles of roads in Bedford.
Their conditions are tracked bi-annually on a
computerized system which evaluates the
relative status of them in five categories
ranging from total reconstruction (5) to
nothing required (1). Over time, roads not
maintained will degenerate from one to the
five category. The goal is to get roads from
the three, four, and five categories, into the
one and two categories. Roads built to the
Town's standards, and thus qualifying for the
repair and maintenance categories include 12
inches of bankrun (subbase), covered with 6
inches of crushed gravel (base), and two
separate layers of asphalt to a minimum of
3.5 inches. The road should have proper
crossgrades so that runoff water drains away
from the center into appropriate drainage
basins which may be no more than an open
swale, but may be a series of culverts and
catch basins (closed drainage system) which
collect the runoff water. Underdrains are
also placed under the subbase to carry
naturally flowing water without allowing the
water to build up and freeze while under the
pavement.
Many roads in Bedford were built without
drainage and/or subbase and gravel sections,
allowing water to collect under them. When
it freezes and expands, the pavement heaves,
leaving bumps which eventually resettle and
create potholes.. Over time, they collect
more water, which flows through cracks
under the pavement, and the problem
snowballs.
There are also a number of roads in Bedford
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which fall into none of the above categories
These are the roads which do not meet
today's standards, but have subbase and
proper drainage. These can be saved
through the application of two to four inches
of asphalt every ten to fifteen years.
However, the asphalt must be applied before
the cracking, freezing, and heaving process
begins. Making sure these category three
roads do not fall into the repair and
reconstruction categories is the first goal.
Additionally, to assure they do not get back
into disrepair, a maintenance program will be
implemented to apply overlay on a regular
basis.
A road project takes at least three years to
complete. In the first year, the engineering is
done to determine grades and drainage. This
engineered plan is used the following spring
to bid out the actual work for construction in
the second year. A hot wearing course of
asphalt is put on the completed road in the
third year to give the base and binder course
of asphalt a winter to stabilize. Larger
arterials need to be done in sections so these
projects take longer than three years. The
reason for not doing all the arterials at once
is basic economics. Wallace Road will cost
an estimated $900,000, Liberty Hill,
$550,000, and Nashua Road, $800,000. If
all of them were done at once, the taxes on a
$200,000 home would increase by about
$400 ifwe were to continue the maintenance
and smaller reconstruction efforts. By doing
them in sections, we can handle the traffic as
well as the cost, and end up with as good a
product.
It is important to remember that no road
program can resolve the problems associated
with hundred year winter precipitation,
particularly in years like 1996 with repetitive
thaw cycles and rain and snow within two
inches of the all time record. This plan will
take about ten years to fully complete, but
with patience, if followed, it should help
prevent such deterioration from occurring
again.
The charts below show the allocation
increases the Town Council has made since
1 992 for road reconstruction and the relation
of those increases to increases in the total
operating budget. The addition of more than
half a million dollars annually since the plan's
beginning is a good indication of this
committment.
Growth in Road Budget
FIRE DEPARTMENT
Joseph M. Clow, Fire Chief
1997 was an exciting year with major
change as Chief Fabich retired at the
end'96. In June I became your new Chief
and spent the next seven months observing
and learning the department and Town.
Operations: The department added 4 call
firefighters, and 4 part-time firefighters ing
1997. The new call members are Ken
Flynn, Paul Cote, Mark Mocquin and Joe
Bulcock. New part-timers are Mark
Herrholz, Shawn Mitchell, Mark Meyers
and Shawn Riley. Three of the part-timers
have been hired by other departments.
There were no changes in equipment but
we are ready to contract for a new
Rescue-Pumper to be delivered by July,
'98. The Airforce by supplied a surplus
Mini-pumper for Hilltop.
Training: We certified 4 members at the
NH Firefighter Level U certification and 9
firefighters at the NH Level IH certification
and participated in 21 department
sponsored training sessions for about 1260
man hours. Six members attended the
annual Fire School in Meadowwood. Goals
for 1998 include the certification of
department members as Fire Apparatus
Driver/Operators, the implementation of a
Daytime Training Program and the
upgrading of the department's Hazardous
Materials response level.
Emergency Medical Service: In 1997, 14
members upgraded their EMS certification
to meet new national guidelines and
acquired a new Physio-Control Life Pak
Defibrillator unit. Also, 5 members
obtained their EMT-Basic, 5 certified at the
Intermediate level and 1 was accepted into




Hazardous Materials & Emergency
Management: The department
participated in 9 Hazmat incidents or drills
and hopes to upgrade the hazmat response
capability in 1998. We took part in two
Disaster Management drills. One involving
a Tabletop exercise at the Manchester
Airport and a Mass Casualty exercise in
Merrimack. The department has taken
steps to secure a portable generator to
provide emergency power to a shelter in
the event of a disaster emergency allowing
at least two shelters. In 1998 we plan to
increase the level of training and
preparation for Fire and Police department
staff to provide better disaster control.
Public Education Programs: This year
we provided about 50 public contacts to
address safely issues ranging from
instructing industrial clients in the proper
use of fire extinguishers to teaching school
children how to "Stop, Drop and Roll". We
conducted numerous fire station tours and
a Lifeguard Training program at the Pool
for contact with nearly 5200 people. We
hosted an Open House in conjunction with
Fire Prevention week with 800 visitors at
the Safety Complex.
Safety & Forest Fire Warden: This was
a great year for the Department with only
one firefighter injury, a minor burn injury to
the hand. The Safety Committee identified
and corrected several safety problems
before anyone was injured. While we
suffered through an very dry summer,
actual incidences were low with 466.
Thoughts and Comments: Having been
in New England now for seven months, my
family and I have come to love the area and
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greatly appreciate everything and
everybody that has made our transition
relatively easy. I just want to add that
during 1998 the department will be
undertaking an assessment process that
looks at everything we do. This process
includes a great deal of input from the
community, so look for members of your
fire department on the street seeking your
wants and needs as they relate to
emergency services and the job that you
want us to do.
FIRE WARDEN & STATE RANGER
major injuries reported. The drought
conditions experienced during the early
summer months was a significant factor in
the total number of fires reported during
the season.
The State ofNH operates 15 fire towers, 2
mobile patrols and 3 contract aircraft
patrols. This early detection and reports
from citizens aid in the quick response from
local fire departments. This is a critical
factor in controlling the size of wildland
fires and keeping the loss of property and
suppression costs as low as possible.
To aid your Forest Fire Warden, Fire
Department and State Forest Ranger,
contact your local warden or Fire
Department to find out if a permit is
required. Violations ofRSA 227:L:17, the
fire permit law and the other burning laws
of the State of NH are misdemeanors
punishable by fines of up to $2,000 and/or
a year in jail. Violators are also liabale for
all fire suppression costs.
There are 10 Forest Rangers who work for
the NH Division of Forests and Lands,
Forest Protection Bureau. State Forest
Rangers are available to assist communities
with forest fire suppressions, prevention
and training programs as well as the
enforcement of forest fire and timber
harvest laws. If you have any questions
regarding forest fire or timber harvest laws,
please call our office at 271-2217.
1997 FIRE STATISTICS
FIRES REPORTED BY COUNTY
Belknap
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Bedford Police Department
Chief David C. Bailey
1 997 saw a change in some key personnel in
the Police Department. Twenty-one year
veteran of the Department, Lt. John
Glennon, head of the detective division
retired. He was replaced by Sgt. Paul Roy,
promoted. Operations Director, Lt. Tom
Burke was promoted to Captain and
Officers Mike Bothwick & David Davison
were promoted to patrol sergeants, filling
existing positions. Officer Bill Donahue
took over as DARE, officer. Finally Off.
Tom Maille was transferred from patrol to
detectives. I salute John Glennon' s many
years of dedication and hard work. . With us
just 5 Vi years, Off. McFadden, left in the
fall. He was popular with the youth of
Bedford and did a good job and will also be
missed. I am confident, however, that the
team now in place will perform well.
We all know that Bedford is growing and
we strive to keep it as safe as possible for all
people to live and work in. We will continue
to emphasize training and the adequate
equipment for our personnel, whose
numbers also must keep pace with the
growth. We hope you will continue to
support us in these endeavors as you have in
the past.
Lastly, as we begin a new era with a new
town manager who we all look forward to
working with as the new leader of the town
team, and although she has a couple of more
months with us, I wish to thank Artie
Robersen for all the support and guidance
she has given the police department during
her tenure. She will be missed.
1997 Bedford Police Statistics
Calls for service
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Bedford Building/Health Departments
William E. Hallock, CBO Code/Health Official
Wayne A. Richardson, CBO Code/Health Inspector
347 new residential dwelling units were
approved for occupancy in 1997 with 733
building permits issued. Permits issued
cover a range of projects from garden sheds
to multifamily apartments to major office
renovations with a major portion devoted to
new residential construction with a rebirth
of activity in condominium development as
well as Bedford's first apartment complex
consisting of 204 units.
At the beginning of this year, the Town
amended its ordinances to adopt and
enforce the current national codes for
construction. This is an ongoing process
where construction codes are revised in an
effort to remain current and adopted every
three years. Bedford follows suit and
amends their ordinances to keep pace with
changes in construction. The Town is also
fortunate to have two building code officers
who hold Bachelor of Science Degrees and
are certified as Building Code Officials by
the Council of American Building Officials.
Since 1991, the Town has been self-
inspecting and is responsible for public
health in all food service establishments,
nursing homes, preschools, foster homes,
daycare centers, public kitchens and
temporary food services. Although the
primary function of this office is food
handling inspections, we also respond to
complaints regarding failed septic systems,
housing complaints for rental property and
review drawings submitted for all new food
service establishments.
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TOWN CLERK/TAX COLLECTOR
Edith P. Schmidtchen
As I write this review of the past year, I
cannot help reflecting back on 30 years ago.
I worked for the Town Clerk/Tax
Collector in her home off her dining room
table for 5 years. In 1968 we moved to
what is now the Marconi Museum and thus
began my career working for the Town of
Bedford. Like any profession, it has had its
ups and downs. This year has seen
unprecedented growth and many changes in
the make-up of the Town. The population
continues to increase by leaps and bounds
and our ability to keep up with the work-
load is severely strained. We are working
with the computer programmers to enhance
our abilities to do registrations by mail
which will be a wonderful service for the
Townspeople.
It is getting increasingly difficult to
quote prices over the telephone. Please
bring your papers in, and we will advise you
of the cost to register. If you are doing any
vehicle transactions, please remember to
bring your current registrations with you.
This will be very helpful and will also save
time. If you have any problems and can't
come in personally, give us a call at 472-
3550.
DON'T FORGET; Dog licenses are due to
be renewed by June 1, 1998.
Finance Director, Keith Hickey;
Town Manager, Artie Robersen;
and Police Operations Director,
Dave Gladu prepare pancakes































CREDITS REMITTED TO TREASURER

























Edith P. Schmidtchen, Town Clerk/Tax Collector
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ANNUAL REPORT OF REVENUES
COLLECTED, EXPENSES PAID, &
UNCOLLECTED REVENUES FOR
THE PERIOD ENDING 12-31-98
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Town ofBedford. New Hampshire 1997
BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS DURING 1997
Births Registered in the Town of Bedford, New Hampshire for the Year Ending December 31, 1997
Birthdate Where Born Name of Child Name of Father Name of Mother
12-04-96
Town ofBedford, New Hampshire 1997
04-09-97
Town ofBedford, New Hampshire 1997
07-25-97
Town ofBedford. New Hampshire 1997
11-10-97





06-2 1 -97 Christopher Galizio






















































































































































































Town ofBedford, New Hampshire 1997
09-27-97
Town ofBedford. New Hampshire 1997
01-30-97
Town ofBedford, New Hampshire 1997
05-06-97
Town ofBedford, New Hampshire 1997
08-09-97
Town ofBedford, New Hampshire 1997
11-26-97
Plodzik & Sanderson
Professional Association/Accountants & Auditors
193 North Main Street • Concord • New Hampshire -0330 1-5063 -603-225-6996 • FAX-224-1380
INDEPENDENTA UDITOR 'S REPORT ON THE INTERNAL CONTROL
STRUCTURE BASED ONANAUDIT OF GENERAL-PURPOSE
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS PERFORMED INACCORDANCE
WITH GOVERNMENTAUDITING STANDARDS
To the Members of the
Town Council and Town Manager
Town of Bedford
Bedford, New Hampshire
We have audited the general-purpose financial statements of the Town of Bedford, as of and for the year
ended December 31, 1996, and have issued our report thereon, which was qualified as indicated therein,
dated May 9, 1997.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and Government
Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States. Those standards require
that we plan and perform the audit to' obtain reasonable assurance about whether the general-purpose
financial statements are free of material misstatement.
The management of the Town of Bedford is responsible for establishing and maintaining an internal
control structure. In fulfilling this responsibility, estimates and judgments by management are required
to assess the expected benefits and related costs of internal control structure policies and procedures.
The objectives of an internal control structure are to provide management with reasonable, but not
absolute, assurance that assets are safeguarded against loss from unauthorized use or disposition, and
that transactions are executed in accordance with management's authorization and recorded properly to
permit the preparation of general-purpose financial statements in accordance with generally accepted
accounting principles. Because of inherent limitations in any internal control structure, errors or
irregularities may nevertheless occur and not be detected. Also, projection of any evaluation of the
structure to future periods is subject to the risk that procedures may become inadequate because of
changes in conditions or that the effectiveness of the design and operation of policies and procedures
may deteriorate.
In planning and performing our audit of the general-purpose financial statements of the Town of Bedford
for the year ended December 31, 1996, we obtained an understanding of the internal control structure.
With respect to the internal control structure, we obtained an understanding of the design of relevant
policies and procedures and whether they have been placed in operation, and we assessed control risk
in order to determine our auditing procedures for the purpose of expressing our opinion on the general-
purpose financial statements and not to provide assurance on the internal control structure.
Accordingly, we do not express such an opinion.
We noted certain matters involving the internal control structure and its operation that we consider to
be reportable conditions under standards established
by the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants Reportable conditions involve matters
coming to our attention relating to significant
deficiencies in the design or operation of the internal
control structure that, in our judgment, could
adversely affect the Town's ability to record, process, summarize,
and report financial data consistent
with the assertions of management in the general-purpose financial
statements.
A material weakness is a reportable condition in which the design or operation of
one or more of the
internal control structure elements does not reduce to a
relatively low level the risk that errors or
irregularities in amounts that would be material in relation to the
general-purpose financial statements
being audited may occur and not be detected within a timely period by employees
in the normal course
of performing their assigned functions.
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Town of Bedford
Independent Auditor's Report on the Internal Control Structure Based on an Audit of General-
Purpose Financial Statements Performed in Accordance with Government Auditing Standards
Our consideration of the internal control structure would not necessarily disclose all matters in the
internal control structure that might be reportable conditions and, accordingly, would not necessarily
disclose all reportable conditions that are also considered to be material weaknesses as defmed above.
GENERAL ACCOUNTING RECORDS
The General Fund's general ledger has not been reconciled to supporting documentation for an extended
period of time. Many accounts on the December 31, 1996 general fund balance sheet were unchanged
from the prior year, indicating that the adjusting journal entries provided by the auditors at
December 31, 1995 were not posted. Numerous individual agency and special revenue funds were
scattered throughout the balance sheet. In addition, the reconciled bank balances were not in agreement
with the general ledger control for the entire year.
The above conditions are considered material weaknesses in the Town's internal control structure; i.e.,
errors in the Town's accounting records could occur and not be detected in the normal course of
operations.
We recommend that the Town Officials adhere strictly to the uniform chart of accounts as prescribed
by the New Hampshire Government Finance Officers Association in their manual entitled "Financial
Manuals" (The Green Book). Adoption of this chart of accounts would minimize confusion and
conform to most of the State of New Hampshire's forms relating to budgets. Payments for debt service
should be budgeted in the appropriate category and not to the various departments, since this item is not
a departmental expenditure but an expenditure of the general fund as a whole.
The Town Officials should monitor the budget by tracking and recording actual expenditures to
approved budgets as well as a continuous update of revenue availability throughout the year.
The importance of comparing the reconciled bank balances
with the recorded amounts in the general
led-er cannot be stressed enough. The Town's accounting
records are basically maintained on a cash
basis during the year and reported at year end on the modified
accrual basis. We recommend that all
cash balances be compared with the Treasurer's records on a
monthly basis and adjustments, if any, be
corrected at that time.
We noted during the course of our 1997 audit, that the new finance director has
attempted to reconcile
and reclassify many accounts in the general ledger. We are encouraged with the
improvement and feel
all the necessary accounting and financial reports and
reconciliations will be accomplished in 1997.
This report is intended for the information of management and the
Town Manager. However, this
report is a matter of public record, and its distribution is not limited.
V PT or>7TK & SANDER;
<ZJ>A
LODZI ERSONMay 9, 1997
Professional Association
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Janet Jespersen, Asst. Treas.









Town Charges and Other 10,294,588.02
Hillsborough County 2,614,257.00
Bedford School District 19.042,353.00
Total Disbursements 31,951,198.02










s/ Richard Larson, Treasurer
Thanks to the donated labor of Galen Almeida who built the facility the Swap Shop













Office Hours: 8:00 AM to 4:30PM
472-3219
HIGHWAYDEPARTMENT
24 North Amherst Road
472-3070
Office: Monday - Friday 8:00 AM to 4:30
PM





Wednesday - Saturday 8:30 AM to 5:00 PM
Tuesdays - 7:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Police Department
55 Constitution Drive
Office Hours 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Non Emergency Phone: 472-51 13
TOWN OFFICE BUILDING
24 North Amherst Road
Monday - Friday, 8:00 AM to 4:30 PM







24 North Amherst Road
472-5242
LIBRARY
3 Meetinghouse Road 472-3023
Monday, Wednesday, & Thursday
9:00 AM to 8:00 PM
Tuesday - 7:00 AM to 8:00 PM
Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Saturday 10:00 AM to 3:00 PM








55 Old Bedford Road
627-1776
McKelvie Middle School
108 Liberty Hill Road
472-3951
